Thousands Gather for Earth Day Activities

By JONATHAN R. TALMADGE

The hundreds of thousands of people who poured onto Philadelphia's sidewalks were born into this year's celebration known as "Earth Week." The events are the culmination of a program known as "Environmental Revolution." The week began with the announcement that the city of Philadelphia had designated the weekend of March 20-22 as "Earth Week." The events were planned by the city's Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), which oversees the implementation of state and federal environmental regulations.

The EPA's goal is to educate the public about the importance of protecting the environment and to promote actions that will help achieve this goal. The agency has implemented a number of programs to achieve these objectives, including the establishment of the "Environmental Revolution" program.

The event includes a number of activities, including the presentation of educational materials, the distribution of information about environmental issues, and the promotion of environmental education programs. The EPA has also worked with local communities to develop and implement environmental programs that are tailored to the needs of the area.
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Wald: "Don't allow the environment to become a distraction from other problems." He said, "We've got to deal with the pollution crisis. The second trap, Wald continued, "I'll take my chance on democracy." Wald said, "There's free enterprise for you with a vengeance." General Motors makes more than half the cars that pollute more than anything else. "The pollution problem coincided with Lenin's birthday, Wald said. "Lenin we get Stalin?" the biologist commented. "The Yalies are going into the streets. The Yalies are going into the streets." The second trap, Wald continued, "I'll take my chance on democracy." He said, "There's free enterprise for you with a vengeance." General Motors makes more than half the cars that pollute more than anything else. "The pollution problem coincided with Lenin's birthday, Wald said. "Lenin we get Stalin?" the biologist commented. "The Yalies are going into the streets. The Yalies are going into the streets."
College Decides to Eliminate Freshmen Advisory Program

By ANITA SAMA

The much maligned and seemingly recessive advising program of the College of Arts and Sciences, which all incoming students are assigned to, will be eliminated as of the beginning of next term, the Vice Dean of Students, Malcolm Campbell, said Wednesday.

Campbell said efforts will be made to find advisers with the same major interest as the students they recruit individual counselors. In the past, by the College office.

Campbell is in conjunction with the new ad-
vising program, Campbell said the College office will be reorganized to provide general academic advice. Camp-
bell said he emphasized that he did not designate the College of Undergraduate Education (SCUE) to provide general advising that will be provided in conjunction with a Student Committee, he said.

Calling the old system, "a false arrangement," Campbell said the average student never had a false arrangement," Campbell said. department heads will be asked to name two members who will retain their present advisor assign-
ments.

As to the first sentence of the presidium, I continue to believe it is a far and accurate description of universities as they are. It is something of a surprise to find that it has excited such panic.

NEW MODERN EQUIPMENT      REFRESHMENTS
NOW OPEN* GOLF
PENNSYLVANIA TRIANGLE

Anyone interested in working for next year's PENNSYLVANIA TRIANGLE is urged to attend a planning session tonight at 8:00, room 322 Townes Building.

NEW POETS

From the Penn Writing Program
Edited by Daniel Hoffman and David, H
Dnajtkin, Ferlerger, Hammer, Liwinko, Philip, Soules, Williamson, Wilson, and others.

$100

A HANDSOME UNIVERSITY JACKET tailored to our new model

The material—lightweight Dacron poly-ester and fabric is one of our most popular for warm weather sport wear. The cring—new broader lapels and pipe pocket—adds much to the smart good looks of this 3 button jacket. It comes in solid yellow, light blue or maroon and will serve particularly well with our lightweight patterned trousers. $59.50

MALCOLM CAMPBELL

MATTZ FRIED WITH EGGS .75
AND BACON I.10 WITH HAM 1.35
KELLY & COHEN

OPEN EVERY DAY AND EVENING
52nd and Parkside Avenue

The Best for Less

CC

EXPAND YOUR MIND THROUGH TRAVEL

Cecilia, 36th and Chestnut

GIVE US A CALL

FREEDOM SEDAR AND EXODUS MARCH FOR SOVIET JEWRY

Sun 12:00 At Holocchast Monument 16th & Parkway

Preliminary Assembly 11:15
6th & Locust

We Will Carry The Names of Hundreds of Jews Now in Soviet Labor Camps.

WE ARE YOUR BROTHERS KEEPERS.

Student Struggle for Soviet Jewry

and Philadelphia Union of Jewish Student.

SUMMER IN BERKELEY

Spend your summer vacation where it all started, picking up some credit, meeting the people, the Bay, and the City (San Francisco).

Call offers two six week sessions beginning June 23.
We offer super-low cost, co-ed, co-op housing, owned and operated by the students.
Room and board $172/session, if you share the work. $155/session, if you don’t.

BY ARNOLD EISEN

If anybody dared to come out these days with the backhanded observation that the world is absurd, he would find himself momentarily as one who con-

soever himself an existentialist (whatever the hell that is) or, worse yet, as one of that breed of pseudo-intellectuals who feels he seems to be

But what I’d like to do in this column, though I am fully aware that I may be

The much maligned and seemingly recessive advising program of the College of Arts and Sciences, which all incoming students are assigned to, will be eliminated as of the beginning of next term, the Vice Dean of Students, Malcolm Campbell, said Wednesday.

Campbell said efforts will be made to find advisers with the same major interest as the students they recruit. In the past, students have been assigned to advisors without the students' wishes.
The Plenum's Decision

Tonight's Plenum marks another in the continuing series of sessions on the form of student government to institute next year. Hopefully it will not be the last.

The Plenum itself was called at the suggestion of the姗姗来迟的, that a small, and most likely unrepresentative body, should provide a mechanism for discussing the form of government which will affect all. Indeed, the recent convention of previously opposing plasmas has allowed solutions to the months of this necessary battle to be realistically considered.

Consequently, we urge the Plenum tonight to avoid the trap of procrastination, but, above all, to refrain from making the mistake of the public meeting. We suggest that we again vote the issue to a student wide referendum. If the Plenum feels that the short time remaining before the end of the semester prevents a referendum from being held this spring, then the only way that they may provide solutions to schedule it for early next fall.

But after the complicated and tortuous process engaged in thus far, it is essential that the final decision on the form of student government be one which will accurately represent the sentiments of students. Tonight Plenum will not do.

What universities do

A Reply to Professor Lesnick

Editor’s note: The author is the chairman of the subcommittee on the Legislative Function of the Task Force on University Governance and the author of “The Legislature of the University” in the June issue of The Pennsylvaniaian.

By JULIA WEINBERG

Professor Lesnick’s article appears to have been shot down at the plenum, the report of which was read into the Minutes of the Legislative Task Force on University Governance. (Minutes for the meeting read by Dr. Carraher are available at the Desk in the lobby of the Refectory.)

The conclusion of the article is that the “cognitive function of the word ‘functions’ is thus attributes espousal to the ‘texts’ of the by-laws and of ‘functions’ in each of the constitutions of the departments.” He appears to have thus betrayed his own analysis and set up the subcommittee at the beginning of its existence to perform a similar service.

The language of the article is similar to Professor Lassnau’s “reckless” rush. (I hope at least it was not my own. I am not sure that the phrase of the word “functions.” He appears to read it as if it were the meaning of the word, and this is what it is not. It is a word that has been misused and misunderstood, and this is why I believe it is important to correct it.)

A Reply to Professor Lesnick

Sir: Is it absolutely necessary for the University to institute a second “red-herring” of a student government? The reasons why it should not accept this proposal are compelling, and surely outweigh any arguments that expediency might support and praise for another Force on University Governance.

As the legislature of the university to institute a second ‘red-herring’ of a student government?

The University to institute a second “red-herring” of a student government?

There have been no serious attempts made to establish this new force, yet there is no student government proposal by individuals. The term “functions” thus attributes espousal to the ‘texts’ of the by-laws and of ‘functions’ in each of the constitutions of the departments.
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I think that pollution should be stopped. Let's make our land and water clean and healthy. Then we can enjoy these clean airs and waters. I for one want to help stop pollution and start to clean up the earth. Thank you, friends! Victory to the People!
Library Workers May Go on Strike
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contract, expires on April 29 and that
really is. In a particular case this
job appear more specialized than it
habit" of making a particular library
year, the University purposely
business office, were meeting with
position on this point.
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November may have to work almost as
hard this year when he leads off
low's sprint medley and anchors the
side today. The Wildcats will be
facing one of the strongest medley
with both Tommasetti and
medley with both Tommasetti and
speedy with under 5:10 in the mile. Jones gets a chance to
just how tough it may be this
weekend when Adolph's Clyde Mc-
Pherson put together a 4:43.8 to
overtake the "Burner" in last week's
Quantco-meet mile relay.

The question now is: will he
smoke "Big Mos" again? The answer
comes this Saturday.

Right On

You can almost read these things and actually believe that they make
sense. The overwhelming supply of information that seems to have ap-
parently crystallized in us what happens is supremely logical, though we knew
there's something about it that doesn't quite jibe with our own
elaboration that there is. Now the occasional cynic who calls this to our
attention is regarded as some kind of ego-nut for pointing out the obvious, and as
inevitability. And who can argue with the inevitable.

The if president had originally argued that the
meanings, as well as the
program providing more incentives
to individual houses, but he
came to the conclusion of
"abause" their new freedom.
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THOUSANDS GATHER FOR EARTH DAY ACTIVITIES IN FAIRMOUNT PARK
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(Continued from page 12 of whole society—which believes in equality. This we can do. This we must do.

The Maine Democrat described the "whole society" as one in which "all men live in brotherhood with each other and with the environment." If this is truly the case, each member of it must be willing to sacrifice all, to fulfill his greatest potential.

"We should have learned by now that we can have peace only by assuring that all Americans have equal access to a healthy total e- environment," the 1968 unsuccessful vice-

President Hubert Humphrey said.

"We have only equality. This we can do, this we must do, and it is our

responsibility to do so."

The Green Party movement has been building momentum in recent years. In 1968, it elected as its candidate for the vice-presidency Hubert Humphrey. This year, they announced their intention to run in the presidential election. #

The Green Party's platform includes themes such as environmental protection, social justice, and nuclear disarmament. They believe in a non-violent approach to achieving their goals. #

---

The Daily Pennsylvanian
Penn Relays Showdown: Villanova vs. UTEP

UTEP: The Challengers

Ready for Record Pace

By RICK FURLONG

Although most teams are often better known for their lengths, their width can be just as impressive, especially when you consider the events they can compete in. Swarthmore's distance team set an impressive world record in the 3,000-meter run, but it's not the only team that can be proud. The university's track team is also known for its long-distance events, and the Quakers are sitting on a 16-0 lead over Main Line "powerhouse" Swarthmore. However, the Quakers will have to face a tough opponent in Villanova.

Crimson Roll Over Netmen; Adams, Curry Only Victor

By SARAH KLEINBERG

It was Crimson and croon over ever and over again as the Harvard netmen watched their dreams come true. The victory was not without its share of drama, as the Harvard-Princeton contest was a close one. But the Crimson managed to pull out the win with a 3-2 victory over the Princeton Tigers, who had been the favorites in the contest.

Two More Wins for Linkmen

By BOB KEENER

Continuing its winning ways, the varsity and junior varsity teams took a combined 6-2-1 record into the weekend. The Crimson won both matches, the varsity by a 4-2 score and the junior varsity by a 2-1 score.

Frosh Over Engineers

By JUAN GIUSTI and TONY KOVATCH

The frosh scored the runs they needed to win the game, outscoring the Engineers 15-7, and took control of the game early on. The Crimson had a 12-0 lead at one point and never looked back. The victory was the Crimson's third straight and continued their hot streak.

Champion 'Cats Chase Five More Wins

By RICK FURLONG

In 1895 Villanova was an unimpressive team, but the team was on the move. This season, they proved that they were a force to be reckoned with, as they won five straight meets. The Cats' success was due in large part to their strong starting lineup, which included four{return win against a strong Princeton team.

What about the performance of a world record holder? In 1990, Villanova's John Fink set a new record in the 400-meter dash. This season, John Fink and teammate Scott Schaefer both set new records, with Schaefer clocking a 48.26-second run.
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